**UNIVERSITY OF OREGON**

Panhellenic Recruitment 2020

**PLAN A**

| THREE VIRTUAL EVENT AND ONE IN-PERSON EVENTS |

---

**ORIENTATION**

- Virtual Orientation: Explaining processes via webinar
- Breakout Room to Meet Recruitment Counselors: Breakout spaces with RC built into Zoom platform
- Instructions for Round 1: Virtual house tour & chapter profile

**ROUND 1**

- Chapter Profile: Virtual chapter history, values, philanthropy, etc.
- Membership Expectations: Overview on finances, academics, etc.

**ROUND 2**

- Virtual Explanation of Philanthropy and Service Efforts: Watched at home by PNMS
- Virtual Conversations: Utilizing breakout room feature and could allow for small group discussions

**ROUND 3**

- Virtual Membership Experience Round: Watched at home by PNMS and will include a virtual house tour
- Virtual Conversations: Utilizing breakout room feature, individual conversations can occur

**ROUND 4**

- Standard Preference at Chapter Houses: Small events of 20-25 PNMS and 20-25 members; 1 hour events
- No food or water distribution allowed
- Social distancing guidelines will be required

**BID DAY**

- New Members will open bids in smaller setting and join chapter for Zoom celebration following
- Chapters will create a welcome celebration for new members to participate in virtually

**NOTES**

- More logistics and guidelines on execution of events will be available in the coming weeks
- Any process will be dependent on CDC and Lane County Recommendations at time of events
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